
Welcome Friends, 

"Someone is sitting in the shade today because someone planted a tree a long time ago." - Warren 

Buffett 

Summer brings with it may joys, including warm weather, sunshine, and a fresh mindset as families 

travel and enjoy a break from school. Summer is also frequently characterized by a slowdown in the 

market. Thankfully, disciplined investors have nothing to fear from periods of relative market 

slowness.  A potential summer slowdown may feel frustrating but you can also continue to enjoy “sitting 

in your planned shade” in the years to come when you have a long-term plan in place that accounts for 

market instability and is customized to match your individual risk threshold, your time frame and your 

return objectives. 

Investors never like to see stock prices decline, whether it’s a small dip or a sharp drop. In this piece 

from Loring Ward's upcoming book, 27 Principles Every Investor Should Know, author Steve Atkinson 

explains why a temporary loss doesn’t mean it’s time to sell. Hint: it all comes down to creating a solid 

plan that you can stick with. 

 Don't Turn a Temporary Loss Into a Permanent Decline 

Time is quite possibly our most precious resource. Taking a simple tip from Seinfeld’s personal life, this 

article offers simple tips to make the most of each day so you can feel great and achieve your long-term 

goals—both professional and personal. 

 Be More Purposeful with Seinfeld's Productivity Hack 

Are you a business owner ready to hire employees or find a business partner?  Hiring staff and finding 

new business partners can be one of the greatest enhancements to your business — if you approach it 

wisely. These three essential tips will help you navigate the process effectively and with care. 

 3 Essentials to Consider Before Selecting a Business Partner 

Summer time is movie time for many of us. Whether you watch epic superhero movies at the theater or 

would rather stay at home with a compelling Netflix film, you will find a movie to get excited about from 

this comprehensive list of the top 36 movies of Summer 2019. What was your favorite movie in May? 

 Business Insider Top 36 Summer Movies of 2019 

 

We hope you have wonderful summer plans in store. As always, if you have questions about your 

financial plan or upcoming life changes, please feel free to reach out. 

Enjoy a great day today ... it is the only one on the 

schedule! 
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